
Submission Number 
Office use only Submission Form 

Send your submission to reach us by 
4:00 pm on Wednesday, 14 December 2016 

Post: The Chief Executive 
Bay of Plenty Regional Council 
PO Box 364 
Whakatāne 3158

or Fax: 0800 884 882 or email:  waterquantity@boprc.govt.nz

Submitter Name: __Christina & Ramon Humphreys____________________________________ 

This is a submission on Region-wide Water Quantity – Proposed Plan Change 9 to the Bay of Plenty Regional Water and Land Plan 

1 I could not gain an advantage in trade competition through this submission. 
2 The details of my submission are in the attached document. 

3 I wish/do not wish to be heard in support of my submission.  

____C. Humphreys_________________________________________________________________________________
___________ 

[Signature of person making submission or person authorised to sign on behalf of person making submission.]    Date: 11.12.16 
[NOTE: A signature is not required if you make your submission by electronic means.]

Address for Service of Submitter: 221 Work Road, RD4,Katikati 3181 

Telephone: Daytime:  021 465667 After Hours:07 5716491

Email: Chrisray4756@gmail.com Fax:

Contact person: [Name and Designation if applicable] Christina 

BOPRC ID: A2445641 
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SUBMISSION POINTS: General comments 

 

I own a 18 HA orchard & grazing block. We have 540 Avocado trees on 3 HA’s and the rest is used for drystock cattle and sheep grazing. 

 

I take water for the home use and for watering stock and irrigation of the Avocado orchard.The majority of our water does come from the Katikati water 
scheme.  In the future, I plan to take more water to expand my current operation,maybe invest in water storage for orchard spraying e.g. to invest in water 
storage I would need to be able to secure consent for 20 years, of surface water.  

 

I am concerned about the following water issues e.g. municipal takes [will that be decreased], metering requirements etc] 

If my property is allocated 15 m2 a day and I don’t use that quota for one year,I should not be penalised and have that quota taken from me, because it 
varies on farm from one year to the next, depending whether there is a drought or not a drought. Also with orchards you may only need to irrigate for the 
summer and not use the quota for the winter. There are many variables to consider so some flexibility is required. 

 

I support the submission that has been lodged by Federated Farmers.  I am particularly concerned about the following aspects of Plan Change 9: 

 The conservative and arbitrary interim limits. 
 The proposal to phase out over allocation by 2027. 
 The lack of an enabling policy for renewal of existing water take consents. 
 The discretionary activity status for renewal of existing water take consents in catchments or aquifers that are over allocated on the basis of the interim 

limits. 
 The framework for the WMA community groups [all groups not just IWI] to consider setting values, objectives and flow and allocation regimes. 

 

I am concerned about the implications all of this will have for my property and for my current activity as described above.  I set out my concerns more 
specifically in the table below. 
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SUBMISSION POINTS: Specific comments 

Page 
No 

 

Reference 

(e.g. Policy, or 
Rule number) 

Support or 
Oppose 

Decision sought 

Say what changes to Plan Change 
9 you would like 

Give Reasons 

10 WQ P2 Oppose Amend WQ P2 as requested by 
Federated Farmers in their 
submission. 

WQ P2 sets the framework for the WMA community groups to 
consider water quantity issues.   
 
It is important that the WMA community groups undertake a robust 
cost benefit analysis when setting the values, objectives and flow and 
allocation regime for catchments.  It is very important that any 
decision making is informed by good quality science and information.   
Once again this should be all community groups NOT just IWI. 

11 WQ P3 Oppose Amend WQ P3 as requested by 
Federated Farmers in their 
submission. 

WQ P3 requires over allocation to be phased out by 1 October 2027. 
 
I am very concerned about the implications of this policy for our 
property.  I am concerned that if our surface water or ground water is 
over allocated, my consent will not be renewed.   
We still wish to make application for more ground water to develop 
our orchard.All these restrictions are counterproductive, the country is 
pushing for more production yet we are being resticted by our water 
use and increasing our water costs and other compliance costs to 
maintain what we have. 
Plus IWI will need to be bearing the same water costs as the rest of 
us not preferential free water as they are asking for. 
If not this is apartheid! 

12 WQ P5 Oppose Amend WQ P5 as requested by 
Federated Farmers in their 
submission. 

WQ P5 sets interim limits for water allocation. 
 
I am very concerned that the interim limits are arbitrary and 
conservative.  I am concerned that the proposed interim limits have 
ignored the available science and the result is that the majority of 
surface water catchments maybe over allocated and around one third 
of ground water aquifers maybe over allocated. 
Having said that this does all seem ridiculous in our Katikati area as I 
don’t consider there is a water shortage here. I would think eventually 
the issue would be keeping our water clean, the quality of our water. 
So like I have mentioned the issue would be setting up a programe to 
fence off all waterways and plant with natives to filter the leaching. 
Plus a scientific survey to moniter the already fenced water ways this 
should show the positive evidence. 
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Page 
No 

 

Reference 

(e.g. Policy, or 
Rule number) 

Support or 
Oppose 

Decision sought 

Say what changes to Plan Change 
9 you would like 

Give Reasons 

13 WQ P7 Oppose Amend WQ P7 as requested by 
Federated Farmers in their 
submission. 

WQ P7 requires council to take a precautionary approach to water 
allocation. 
 
I am concerned about the direction to be cautious about allocating 
water and that there is no enabling policy for the renewal of existing 
water takes.  I am concerned that I will be impeded from using my 
own ground water to develop my own orchard production.  Also what 
are the plans or controlled implications for me regarding the water 
scheme, like the the Katikati water scheme? Are we all to have a 
lower allocation there, this is another situation that doesn’t seem to 
have been thought through or discussed? 

23 WQ P24 Oppose Amend WQ P24 as requested by 
Federated Farmers in their 
submission. 

WQ P24 requires metering and electronic reporting for a variety of 
takes over and above the requirements in the Resource Management 
Water Metering Regulations. 
 
I oppose the imposition of higher metering standards than the national 
standards.  I also oppose the requirement to separately meter animal 
drinking takes. 
 
This proposal will impose significant costs on my farming activities 
including , huge costs that will namely be loaded onto farmers of who 
are struggling now. Ever increasing compliance costs like this ‘water 
futures’, Work safe costs plus for us Pack house costs and export 
costs the list goes on.   
 
I am also concerned that this is not practical because entire irrigation 
systems would need to be re-designed if it is not possible to meter 
small takes or we do not have cell phone reception for telemetry 
[smart meters]. 
All this is globilisation [United Nations /smart plan stuff] regulations 
that are being foisted on NZ people at a huge cost that is not helping 
us with our production in any way just helping to push us productive 
people out of business. 
 
I support the use of models or estimation for animal drinking takes 
and permitted activity takes.   
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Page 
No 

 

Reference 

(e.g. Policy, or 
Rule number) 

Support or 
Oppose 

Decision sought 

Say what changes to Plan Change 
9 you would like 

Give Reasons 

40 WQ R2 Oppose  Amend WQ R2 as requested by 
Federated Farmers in their 
submission. 

WQ R2 allows up to 35m3 of ground water per day per property to be 
taken as a permitted activity. 
 
I am concerned that the conditions on this permitted take are too 
onerous.I am concerned about the costs the standards are too 
onerous.  These costs will include separately metering animal drinking 
takes, costs of telemetry all separate costings, this has not been 
thought out in a practical way. 

41 WQ R3 Oppose Amend WQ R3 as requested by 
Federated Farmers in their 
submission. 

WQ R3 allows up to 15m3 of surface water per day per property to be 
taken as a permitted activity. 
 
I am concerned that this limit is too low and that the conditions on this 
permitted take are too onerous, to restrictive could vary considerably 
from area to area.  I consider that large surface water bodies can 
support higher takes than this ,certainly in our area. 

43     

47 WQ R9 Oppose Amend WQ R10 as requested by 
Federated Farmers in their 
submission. 

WQ R10 provides for certain takes to be restricted discretionary.  I 
consider that takes from waterways or aquifers that are over allocated 
on the basis of interim limits should be restricted discretionary. 
 
I am concerned that the interim limits are too low and that many 
existing consents will not be renewed.  The implications for me if  I 
cannot obtain a higher water rate if need be to develop our orchard  or 
if the amount of water I take is reduced are I would have to find 
alternative sources or I would have to sell my property.  
I would need the option for water storage to develop my options. 
Give farmers some flexibility, the difference can be a drought one year 
and not the next! 
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